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If you're anything like me, you dress yourself in the morning with the hopes

fashion news

of "bumping" into The Sartorialist on the street. But then again, a girl can

fashion's night out

only wait so long for a close encounter of the Scott Schuman kind. Thank

first look

goodness for fashion site Chictopia where you can upload pictures of

from the forums
get the look

yourself to share with other fashionable webbies. A do-it-yourself street

girl of the moment

style blog, Chictopia lets you share your style with the world and check up

gotta have it

on photos of other real girls with real style. "My favorite users are Rebecca of

guest blogger

The Clothes Horse, Flairtoremember, and Lulu of Everybody is Ugly," says

look for less
model scout

CEO Helen Zhu. "None have a traditional model-like build, but all are very

my world

talented at putting together great outfits that suit their body shape and their

next big thing

point of view in style." With such a grassroots take on fashion --style by the

obama watch

people, for the people --and an extensive (and growing!) fan base, it'll only be

on location
overheard

a short time until Chictopia becomes a household name.
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